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ABSTRACT

Fluidization is investigated as an energy efficient method of removing fines in a
machine in which comminution and material transport are integrated features of the design.
Two different conditions are explored. In the first, small mono-disperse particles are
steadily fluidized within a randomly arranged fixed bed of bigger particles. The results
show that the tluidization conditions can be predicted by means of an extension of the
general correlations proposed by Richardson and Zaki, and intended for fluidization of
mono-disperse particles in confined beds. In the second, a uniformly mixed binary bed of
glass spheres is impulsively fluidized. The transient bed behavior is found to be more
complex than what can be projected from our understanding of the steady state. The initial
upward motion of the packed bed forms an upward moving void which is essential for
segregation to occur. These experimental findings can be directly used to integrate an
efficient separation process into new crushing machines. Information on the optimization of
the machine working conditions can be extracted from the obtained results.

INTRODUCTION

Comminution processes find extensive applications in many different fields: mining
engineering, powder technology, and the pharmaceutical industry. There is great potential
for energy improvement in these areas, a.s present comminution processes are highly
inefficient [1]. The program of which this is a part, addresses the design of a crushing
device in an attempt to improve the efficiency of the entire process. Particle fracture and
material transport are integrated features of the machine, the final goal being a periodic
removal of the fine particles created by the crushing action, while new coarse material is
introduced into the system. The necessary size dependent segregation is obtained through
the fluidization of the particle bed. In an attempt to simplify the complexity of the problem
and gain basic insight of the dominant phenomena, two simple cases are considered. At
first, steady fluidization is studied to explore the interactions of coarse and fines in a
fluidized system. Then impulsive fluidization is investigated to understand the mechanisms
responsible for particle segregation.

Although the results can be directly related to a jaw-crusher-like machine operating on :i
vertical wet bed, the fundamental nature of this research provides useful information anu
insight into other paniculate processes.
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STEADY FLUIDIZATION OF FINE PARTICLES IN A FIXED BED OF
COARSE PARTICLES

Spherical fine particles are steadily fluidized within a fixed vertical bed of spherical
coarse particles. Particle diameters are 0.15, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 mm for the fine particles, and
2, 3 and 4 mm for the coarse particles. Fines and coarse particles are confined in a test
section with rectangular cross section (10 X 40 mm). The working fluid is water at ambient
temperature and pressure. The coarse particles are packed to a volume concentration of
55%. This is slightly smaller than the random loose packing of 57% [2], and can be
attributed to the presence of the lateral walls which cause the coarse particles to pack less
efficiently.

As the liquid mass flow rate is gradually increased up to a constant value, the fine
particles steadily expand to a concentration value corresponding to the imposed fluid
velocity. The fluid velocity is always kept lower than the incipient fluidization velocity for
the coarse particles, which act as a fixed porous medium. The degree of agitation of the fine
suspension becomes greater at high mass flow rates, but the interface with the clear liquid
above always appears sharp.

The issue of the mobility of the fine particles is fundamental in these experiments.
Cumberland and Crawford [3] showed that, when mono-size spheres are arranged in a
lattice configuration, there is a certain diameter ratio for a small sphere which can just pass
through the pore space. Such a diameter ratio (small/large) is termed the "critical ratio of
entrance". For the tightest systematic packing, where coarse particles are arranged in a
triangular layer structure, the theoretical ratio of entrance is 0.1548. Soppe [4] indicated
that particles with diameter ratios up to 0.15 can percoiate through the sediments of a
random loose packed bed. To ensure a free movement of the fine particles in the pore space
of the coarse bed we observe that a size ratio smaller than 0.1 is required. For diameter
ratios bigger than 0.1, the fine particle do not freely percolate, but agglomerate in clusters
preventing a homogeneous and continuous fluidization.

The results obtained when the fines are fluidized within the bed of coarse particles are
presented in the same manner as used by Richardson and Zaki [5] for fluidization of a
single species. The authors found that the logarithm of the liquid superficial velocity J|
scales linearly with the logarithm of the liquid volume fraction, according to the form:

log j , = n log( ]-v) + log U,, (1)

where n is the slope of the curve and logU; is the intercept on the y-axis corresponding
to a value of v equal to zero (infinite bed expansion). Combining these results and some
dimensional analysis considerations, they correlated the coefficient n in terms of the
Reynolds number Rex based on the settling velocity Um of a particle in an infinite
stationary liquid and on the particle diameter, and the ratio between the particle diameter d,
and the pipe diameter D. For l<Reoo<200, range of interest for the particles of the present
study, the correlation proposed by Richardson and Zaki is:

n =(4.45+ 18—) Re^". (2)
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Richardson and ZakJ also compared the values of Uj with those for the terminal velocity
IL, and they arrived at the following empiricaJ correlation:

•logUi+^, (3)

which encompasses wall effects. The difference between U» and Uj is attributed to the
velocity gradient created near the wall. This effect becomes important when the size of the
particles is comparable to the dimensions of the pipe.

This same framework is now extended to the fluidization conditions within the fixed
coarse bed. Fig. 1 shows some of the experimentai data, obtained when 0.2 and 0.4 mm
particles are fluidized alone and
within a bed of coarse particles (3
and 4 mm). For the data in the
presence of the coarse bed, the
liquid superficial velocity and the
fine particle concentration v are
defined with respect to the
interstitial space of the coarse
medium.

In this representation also the
data obtained with the coarse
medium fall along straight lines,
so that an expression of the type
of eq. 1 is a natural choice to
c o r r e l a t e the r e s u l t s .
Nevertheless, the slope and the y-
intercept of these lines are
significantly dependent on the
size of the fine and the coarse
particles. Namely, the y-intercept
decreases and the slope of the
lines increases, as the particle size
ratio (d/dc) increases. Figs. 2 and 3 show the ratios of the Uj values and of the n
parameters over the corresponding values obtained for fine particles fluidized alone (UTC

and no), as a function of the particle size ratio (d/dcj.
In comparing fiuidization with and without coarse medium, the principal difference is in

the geometry of the fluidized region owing to the presence of the coarse bed. It is therefore
proposed that the fluidization parameters Uj and n can be computed with an effective
lengthscale that represents the size of the passages formed by the coarse particle bed and its
meanderous character. The simplest and most natural choice is the hydraulic diameter
derived from the volume ai.d the wetted surface of the coarse pore region. This diameter
can be easily related to the coarse concentration vc and to the coarse particle diameter dc in
the following way:

Log(l-V)

Fig. 1: fluidization of bi-disperse bed. Experimentai
results

D =
4xCoarsePoreVolume _ 2(I — VL )dt

WetSurfaceofCoarseMedium 3v
(4)

When this effective diameter is used, eq. 3 is capable of predicting the values of the
correlating parameter Uj, and the related results are plotted with a continuous line in fig. 2.
For eq. 2, the introduction of the diameter defined in eq. 4 captures the trend of the
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Fig. 4: image sequence of a binary bed impulsively fluidized in a rectangular test section. The fine panicles
are 0.2 mm black coated glass spheres. The coarse particles are 4 mm transparent glass spheres. Frames are
spaced by Mb™ of a second. The distance between the white scale markers on the left of each frame is 10
mm. The imposed superficial li-'uid velocity is 10 mm/s. The bed at first is lifted and the bottom layers of
coarse particles start to rain do tm. An upward moving coarse particle free region is formed. In this region
the fines are fluidiied. When tne binary bed reaches a critical thickness, in this case approximately three
coarse particle diameters, an instability occurs, and the fines break through the plug. In the final condition
the fines are fluidized on top of the cleared coarse bed.
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experimental data, but does not match the values. The same expression is then maintained,
but one of the experimental coefficients is modified according to our measurements. The
following correlation is proposed:

n =(4.45+ 5.74—) Re.*', (5)

This correlation is plotted in fig. 3. The discussed results represent an extension of the
general correlations for vertical straight walled fluidized beds. Despite the complex
distribution of the flow across the porous medium, the introduction of the hydraulic
diameter for the coarse bed is sufficient to predict the fluidization conditions.

Richardson & Zaki corrected with
effective porous medium diameter

Richardson & Zaki corrected with
effective porous medium diameter

H i 1 1 ' 1

H I M

d /d d / d

Fig. 2: steady fluidization of bi-disperse
bed. Ui correlating parameter.

Fig. 3: steady fluidization of bi-disperse
bed. n correlating parameter.

IMPULSIVE FLUIDIZATION OF BI-DISPERSE PARTICULATE BEDS

The unsteady nature of these tests adds a level of complexity to the steady case
discussed in the previous section. The phenomena observed under impulsive fluidization
show features that are significantly different and unexpected on the basis of the
understanding of the steady behavior.

The experiments are performed with a uniformly mixed bed of coarse and fine particles.
Fines of 0.2 mm with coarse particles of 2, 3 and 4 mm are used. The particles are placed
in a rectangular test section, and the fines fill the void of the coarse medium. From rest, an
upward liquid flow rate is suddenly increased to a constant value by means of a positive
displacement device. Image analysis tools are chosen to extract species concentration and
velocity measurements.

Fig. 4 is a sequence of video images spaced by !/6th of a second which clearly show
the details of the events. The fine particles are dark and the coarse are transparent. Upon
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injection of the working fluid, the mixture of fines and coarse starts to be dragged upward
as a plug and little separation occurs. The lower layers of this plug precipitate due to the
fact that the liquid velocity is always smaller than the coarse particle fluidization velocity.
The upward motion of the plug is followed by a wave-like progression of a region where
segregation occurs between the heavy settling particles and the light particles kept in
suspension. The formation of this void is essential for segregation to occur. The net result
is the accumulation of a cleared coarse bed at the bottom of the test section while the plug is
still being dragged upward. When the depletion of the plug is such that only a few layers of
coarse are left, the process reveals the sudden nature of the final separation with the fines
breaking through in an apparently unstable manner. In the final conditions the fines are
fluidized on top of the coarse bed which is sitting at the bottom of the test section.

Measurements of fine concentration left in the coarse bed after the segregation process
show that removal is directly related to the liquid flow rate. Fig. 5 shows the removal
fraction (volume of fines segregated per initial volume of fines in the bed) as a function of
the liquid superficial velocity J[. For values of Jl close to the falling terminal velocity of the
fines the final separation is almost complete. It is proposed that in these conditions the fine
particles released at the lower interface of the plug are kept fully suspended while the coarse
are settling. If the liquid velocity is lower than the particle terminal velocity, the fines
partially settle and a fraction of them is trapped and entrained again in the coarse layers
accumulating at the bottom.
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Fig. 5: final removal fraction of fine
particles as a result of impulsive
fluidization of bi-disperse system.

Fig. 6: bed height-segregation time
relationship for impulsive fluidization .

In relation to the design of a crushing machine it is desired to achieve a high and fast
removal of fines from the coarse bed. The effect of increasing liquid flow rate on the time
required to obtain segregation is also considered in our experiments. It is found that the
segregation time is essentially proportional to the initial height h o of the bed. In fig. 6 it is
shown that the ratio between the initial bed height and the time required to segregation is
constant with J|. This behavior is explained observing that higher liquid flow rates have the
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only effect of raising the plug at a proportionally higher speed. For this reason the depletion
velocity relative to the upward moving plug depends on the characteristics of the settling
particles and the relative velocity with the fluid, but not on the liquid flow rate as measured
in a fixed reference system. In a reference frame traveling with the plug the wave motion
associated with the erosion of the bed is seen to progress at a constant speed.

The net result is that high liquid flow rates do enhance particle segregation, but do not
significantly alter the speed of the process. For elevated mass flow rates the final
segregation occurs with a higher rise of the particle plug. This could be a problem when
design considerations require to confine the bed inside the machine.

The final optimization of the machine parameters and working conditions will have to
combine these and more specific observations in a unified framework of material transport
and fracture analysis.

CONCLUSIONS

Fluidization of binary particle systems is considered in steady and unsteady conditions.
When fine particles are fluidized within a fixed coarse bed, it is shown that the results

can be predicted by means of an extension of the general correlations (2) and (3) proposed
by Richardson and Zaki, and developed for mono-disperse particles fluidized in vertical
pipes. The extension of such general relationships is obtained with the correction of one of
the empirical coefficients proposed by Richardson and Zaki, and the introduction of the
hydraulic diameter for the pipe. This diameter represents an effective size of the passages
formed by the coarse particle bed and can be related to the coarse bed concentration and
coarse particle diameter (eq. 4).

In the unsteady conditions, when the bed of fine and coarse particles is impulsively
fluidized, it is shown that complete segregation between the two species can be achieved,
provided that the liquid velocity is higher than the terminal velocity of the small particles.
For lower liquid velocity values, segregation is still obtained but with a partial removal of
fine particles. The velocity of the segregation process is independent of the height of the
bed or the liquid flow rate.

While these measurements were conducted in simplified conditions, the fundamental
nature of the results is of direst interest to a number of paniculate processes and machinery.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

D: pipe diameter or the equivalent pipe diameter defined in (4)
d: fluidized particle diameter
dc: coarse particle diameter
ho: initial bed height
J|: liquid superficial velocity or liquid gross section velocity
n : experimental coefficient defined in (2)
ReTC: Reynolds number based on particle diameter and settling velocity
icr'. t ime required to obtain final segregation
Uj : antilog of the iogJ| intercept axis at v=0
LJ^: terminal o r settling velocity of a single particle in an infinite liquid
v : fluidized particle volume concentration
v c : coarse particle volume concentration
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